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History Coffee
Hour
The Rhode Island College history department,
in conjunction
with the local chapter of Phi Alpha Theta, the history honor society, is sponsoring an informal coffee hour on Friday, February
14th. The coffee hour, which will
be held from 2-4 p.m., in the
Alumni Lounge, Roberts Hall, is
intended to help establish greater
communication among students,
as well as between students and
faculty.
Dr. Kenneth Lewalski, head of
the department, emphasized that
this is to be an informal gathering, and is intended to create a
climate of greater contact than
now exists. No specific issues are
set to be discussed, as this is to
be Primarily an open, ocial event.
In closing, Dr. Lewalski stated:
"I hope that this is a smashing
~uccess, and that we can repeat
it more regularly."

FREEDOM

be sought first through student
senate or with appropriate department chairmen, deans, the president, or the Council. No such representations
were made to my
knowledge; secondly, the petition
implies that the faculty is unwilling to speak for or defend its own
freedom. I find this demeaning of
the faculty. Obviously, we need
to re-assess the channels of communication as they are perceived
and utilized by our students."
In closing, Dr. Kauffman spoke
on the nature of change itself.
"Especially in an academic institution, reasonable men and women
are called upon to demonstrate
their reasonableness. This includes
a capacity to cope with the unreasonable and the irrational. It
means an awareness of the principles upon which we ought to
operate and which we, above all
others, much teach and defend.
But reasonableness also means we
cannot insist upon the status quo.
We can insist that changes ought
to be made on their merit, to
further the objectives of the college and promote the common
good and not merely for the sake
of change.
There are many things that require improvement in our colleges
and universities today - and in
our schools generally. But I am
convinced that our problems do

is to be nothing.
Anon.
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President
Kauffman
Announces
Curriculum
Revision
Committee
In a recent address to the Faculty, President Joseph Kauffman
announced the formation of a Curriculum Revision Subcommittee to
the existing Curriculum Committee of the College Council. The
committee is comprised of Dr. Patrick O'Regan, chairman, Professor Ernest Allison, Dr. Archie
Buffkins, Dr. Raymond Houghton,
Dr. Kenneth Lewalski, Dr. Russell
Meinhold and Dr. Eleanor McMahon.
Dr. Kauffman said, "I shall, in
addition, ask the Curriculum Committee to appoint two students to
this Curriculum Revision Subcommittee. It is my hope that through
the concentrated work of this subcomimttee this spring and summer, we can move quickly to implement desirable changes. The
subcommittee will survey student
opinion as well as faculty opinion
on needed changes in the curriculum."
Dr. Kauffman also referred to
his discussions with the various
Department Chairmen and Deans
concerning matters departmental
procedure and the college in general. Too long to recount in total,
he said, "On the basis of those
discussions, however, I am urging
each department which offers a
major, to create, in whatever form
deemed appropriate,
a Student
Advisory Committee comprised of
advanced students. Such a group
would have mutual benefits in
both communicating with students
abou policy matters and in receiving information and ideas relevant
to departmental
offerings
and
evolving programs."
With regard to the petition sent
to the Board of Trustees by the
students, requesting that they investigate employment procedures
at RIC, Dr. Kauffman said that
"The petition is disconcerting to
me for two reasons: first, because
I would hope that means of redress for student grievances could

FULL

To do nothing

Petitioners Heard by
Bo·ard of Trustees

On Wednesday, February 5, the
Board of Trustees of State Colleges met and acted upon a petition
signed by 800 students of Rhode
Island College, requesting
consideration of procedural changes
in the dismissals of faculty. In
addition to this petition, 300 letters had been received by the
board from RIC students who
asked for an investigation of the
charges and procedures used in
the recent dismissals of some
members of the faculty.
The petition asked "that rules
governing the dismissal of teachers, especially non-tenured ones,
be changed. Instructors should receive written specifics as to the
reason for their non-reappointment. Furthermore, the option of
making these charges public for
investigation should be available.
Lastly, students should be given
a say in the dismissing of teachers
by 1) presenting written evaluations of those teachers and 2)
having an equal vote with the faculty and administration
in such
matters."
The Board of Trustees were
scheduled to hear Mr. Molloy,
chairman of the CAC at 10:00 a.m.
As the Trustees entered the meeting room on the second floor of
Adams Library, about forty stunot flow from malice or malevol- dent picketers
lined the halls
ence and that reforms will not through which they passed. Stucome from charges which impure dents from RIC, Rhode Island
such motives to those who accept Junior College, and the Univerresponsibility ... "
sity of Rhode Island held posters

Photo by Winchell

Board of Trustees

listen intently

bearing some of the following captions: "Board of Trustees Help
Us Please," "Keep Good Faculty,"
"Liberal Education Must Not be
Hung on a Cross of Shinn," "Student Voice in Tenure and Firing."
Enormous pictures of Dr. Willard and Dean Shinn were placed
on the floor, and the Trustees attempted to step over the pictures
to avoid walking on them.
Mrs. Sapinsly, Chairman of' the
Board, called the meeting to order
at 9:30 a.m., and after passing
over a few items on the agenda,
Mrs. Sapinsly addressed the members on the RIC matter.
She
stated initially that she had read

to address by D. Scott Molloy.

the letters of the students concerning the dismissals and hought
they were "respectful and constructive." She stated that she
was "impressed with concerns and
welcomes them."
MR.

ADDRESSES
THE BOARD

MALLOY

At 9 :50 Mr. Molloy was allowed
to address the Board. M:r. Molloy
made it clear that although the
students
whom he represented
were very concerned about the
specific dismissals occuring since
last year, they were more concerned that "these firings which were
unjustified and riddled with procedural irregularities"
should be
legally prevented from occuring
in the future. He stated, "Our interests now have broadened. We
are no longer satisfied with investigations
and predetermined
by Art Breitenstein
to ruin their -records in the last Sultzer and Suggs, are combining
reappraisals
of these cases, inEvery year, at about this junc- few games, such predictions are for nearly 25 rebounds in each
stead; we wish to attack the politure in the basketball season, fans obviously speculatory. But still in- contest, and Mike Creedon, ably
cies and procedures which condone
everywhere begin to put their col- teresting.
assisted by Emond and Jordon, and
make possible dismissals of
lective heads together in an effort
The Anchormen, for those who continues to maintain his aggresthis sort."
to predict what teams will have haven't heard, have lost only one sive defense and double figure
Mr. Molloy stated that it is esthe honor of receiving post-season game to date. It doesn't seem that scoring average. The calibre of
tournament invitations.
they will lose another, either. The ball that this squad has played, sential that students be allowed
Due to the highly unpredictable RIC backcourt tandem of Huelbig and is capable of playing, will cer- a role in educational policy maknature
of selection committees and Wilson is producing over 45 tainly carry weight with any se- ing. He quoted from the report issued by the Committee on the
and the tendency of some squads points a game. The big men, lection committee.
Student in Higher Education, of
The Anchormen this season are which Dr. Kauffman was chairconcerned
primarily
with the man. The report stated,
"It is
. NESCAC and NAIA champion- hard
to escape the conclusion that
ships, the NAIA being the more so long as the students don't sully
·
prestigious of the two. Four teams the public image of their college,
will compete in the NAIA tourna- American Higher Education really
ment at a site to be selected after doesn't much care what happens
the
teams
are
chosen.
The
to its undergraduates." Mr. Malloy
NESCAC champion receives an went
on to state the conclusion of
automatic bid to the NAIA finals.
this report which th~ committee
The second bid will most likely go
produced.
"The
Committee
to the winner of the Naismith urges
increased student participaConference,
this season either tion in educational
policy making.
Babson or Bryant. The third can- Student
participation at the very
didate will be an independent highest
governing levels of the
team chosen by the selection com- college
- even on the board of
mittee and the last team to be
trustees, if possible, - is also necchosen can be any team in New
essary to prevent in the future a
England worthy of consideration.
repetition of student victimization
Now the guessing begins. The by the professional guilds and colmost probable independent club to lege administrators."
be chosen is New Haven College's
Mr. Molloy went on to state
Photo by Winchell
team which sports a record com-, that in an attempt to achieve stuAnchorman Jim Sala ignites the Anchormens fast break with a parable to that of RIC. The Nai- dent participation in these areas
rebound against Eastern Connecticut.
'PROSPECTS
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BY BECKER

EDITORIALS
Skid Row at RIC
Once more the icy north winds have hit
our campus. The result finds our intricate
trail of walks and spacious parking lots
covered with sheer ice. The hazards ate
obvious, but the life drama of the skid row
population is gripping.
A standard sight gag used in Hollywood
is a person slipping and falling. Applied
to RIC, just think of all the Academy
Award performances by our own students

and faculty. We could have a serial done
entitled "The Perils of the Plebians" who
are saved in the nick of time by our crack
crew of maintenance men sanding their
way across the horizon.
But alas, the Sahara is void and there is
no sand. So it is scene one, take 46,893,
with no relief in sight. But please crack
crew of sanders, get on the stick, and that
does not mean sweep the ice-

Commuter Curse
Several members of the Anchor staff
had occasion to visit U.R.I. last Friday
night, to view a film being shown on campus. The impression we received was one
of a complete support of social functions
held on campus. There were gver a thousand people in attendance, $.60 a head.
This is amazing, considering that U.R.I.'s
Winter Weekend was in progress, and that
Sam and Dave were performing on campus, at the same time. RIC should hang
its head in shame. We are unable to fill

Walsh Gym for a basketball game; fine
art series films go virtually unseen. These
affairs are free to students with college
I-D.'s. A list of "happenings" at school is
printed every week in the Anchor. Let's
learn a lesson from the students of U.R.I.
Support of functions at school is important
to the general college education. We owe
it to ourselves to defeat the "commuter
curse" which has been too long neglected
at RIC.

iJ?-depen_d~ntstudent voice." }'.ublished by the students of Rhode Island College.
"~
The editorial op1ruons expressed on this page are solely those approved by the editorial
board of the ANCHOR and do not necessarily reflect th~ views of Rhode Island College or
the Board of Trustees of State Colleges.
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editors,

I recently acquired a copy of the
January 9th edition of the Anchor.
Having moved to New York to
begin graduate studies at New
York University, I rarely have the
opportunity to read the Anchor,
but a friend of mine so graciously
sent me a copy tbis week, as one
of the articles refutes a decision
that I was personally involved in
making.
I am writing this letter in response to Mr. Molloys article entitled the "DONALD PURETZ
CASE." I was one of FOUR STUDENT VOTING MEMBERS of
the ATHLETIC POLICIES COMMITTEE - a fact which is most
important in this case. The Rhode
Island College community should
be made aware of the fact that
there was student representation
issue. I was
in this particular
there from the first to the last of
every detail discussed. There were
two girls and two boys on this
committee. All concerned were

active members of the Student
Body and were appointed by Student Senate. At least three members were at one time members
athletic
of an inter-collegiate
team. I trust Mr. Molloy inadvertedly forgot all this in his article. Also, I find many statements
in this article to be either incomplete or unfounded.
Did the author mention that (a)
the Athletic Committee DID NOT
to Dr.
send a · recommendation
Willard to relieve Mr. Puretz of
his coaching duties until Mr. Puretz was informed and given time
made
to refute the criticisms
against him (b) Mr. Puretz DID
come to an Athletic Committee
meeting and he sat mute without
saying a word to his defense (at
this time each and every comoption
mittee member had the
of reversing their decision) (c)
it may be true that one of the
Mr.
against
made
allegations
Puretz was incorrect, but what

•••M•illl!liiowi-"'!"1111'11'•---i~-"'"!'"!llli'~""""'P~"!!!!~

about the other ten allegations
that were for the most part substantiated by carbon copies of letters sent to Mr. Puretz by Mr.
Baird (d) Mr. Puretz was warned
several times about adhering to
college policy and procedure .concerning athletes.
These are just a few of the
inconsistencies in this issue that
I would wish to bring out to the
Rhode Island College community.
Being active as an undergraduate,
and for the most part taking my
committments seriously, I took it
as a personal affront when Mr.
Molloy called the Athletic Committees decision an UNSUBSTANTIATED ONE. I really wish he
would have stopped and thought
before he made UNSUBSTANTIATED statements.
As a student, I had a job to do
that day in April. I made a decision and I'll stick by it - even
more so now, and at any time if
I am challenged to explain my
reasons, I will be more than glad
to. There may be injustices at
Rhode Island College that are important to students. I am personally against many things apparent there right at this moment.
It may be well for you to know
that I led a protest march there
myself last year. You see, I, too,
have my principles, but in this
situation I feel you are making a
dreadful mistake if you become
involved.
I urge all of you not to ride
with a wave of sensationalism and
to stop and think before you boycott and protest. Take a long look
at yourselves and really analyze
if you are qualified to act upon
some of the demands you are requesting. I am certainly one for
Student Power, but not the arbitrary use of faulty facts to stir up
emotions.
I have no personal animosities
toward Donald Puretz, neither did
any of the other members of the
Athletic Committee. I spoke with
this man several times, and enjoyed speaking with him. I liked
I him as a person. This, though,
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CORRECTION

In the Jaunary 15, Senate Report, it was stated that, "the
motion which would have over-ridden the President's veto for
a $375 sum failed. Choir remains with no funds from the Stuveto for
dent Senate." The statement should have read, " ...
a $650 sum failed. A motion to supplement their original allocation with an additional $375 sum passed."
In reference to the Student Leadership Council, the comment,
to the Vice"mad tea party" should have been attributed
President and not Senate leaders.

had nothing to do with that important decision that I had to
make last April. As a student I
tried my best to be fair. I trust
my peers could 'not have asked
for more.
As the song goes "TURN,
TURN, TURN" - there are many
more issues relevant to you, as
students to contend with. I know
just how all of you feel. It was
only a few shorts months ago that
I was in the very same situations.
I urge you to realize that a recommendation to relieve a man of his
duties as a coach is very serious
business. One has to be quite a
fool to make an unsubstantiated
decision. I, for one, do not categorize myself as such, but thank
you anyway Mr. Molloy for the
chance to defend myself.
Sincerely,
Cynthia L. Di Sano
President, Class of 1968
Athletic Policies Committee,
1966-1968

RIC. As usual, walks are icy, steps
are treacherous, roads are hazardous, but best of all rooms are cold.
Would it be too much to ask the
Crew
Maintenance
"cooperative"
to throw some sand and salt on all
of the above mentioned areas excluding the rooms of course.
Hopefully action will be taken
even before
perhaps
soon
Spring!
A Slippering Customer
(Name withheld upon request)
* * *
Dear Editor,
If you have any student

news
we could use down here at URI
don't hesitate to send.
Presently the only power stu?ents have at R. I. state colleges
is that of the printed word.
I hope you win your c~se concerning the teacher. We'll give you
some publicity down here on it.
Stay cool.
Peace.
Editor-Moustache-URI
* * *
student underground
Editor,
Dear
Box 705 Ellery A400A
As · is the winter weather cusComplex URI
tom, snow has finally come to
Kingston, R. I. 02881
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Travel

Review

Through Morocco in
A Covered Wagon
the negroes, the Jews in black
Over the Christmas and New coats and the blueclad men of the
Year holidays, my wife, myself and South. Dressed in their woolen
our five children spent three weeks jhellabahs they appeared as proud
traveling through Morocco. The and nobel people, fiercily ineleven-foot by four baggage rack pendent. Some of the Berbers still
of our Microbus with a ply-wood carry the curved dagger and
floor and "covered wagon" ['OOf seemed ready to protect their preprovided sleeping space for four cious freedom. The common greetwhile three slept in the vehicle it- ing is Salem which means peace.
self. This arrangement gave us mo- Very beautiful and very appropribility because no time was wasted ate.
In the Atlas Mountains, outside
setting up camp. It also provided
comfort, economy and personal se- Marrakech, the family prepared
curity. We brought along our pro- a lamb barbecue besides a stream.
visions and bought only fresh meat We invited four Berber shepards
and vegetables. Luscious oranges to join the feast. It was cold and
and delicious dates were abundant we stayed close to the fire as we
turned our skewrs. Since we spoke
and very cheap.
We crossed the Strait of Gibral- no Berber, there was no conversatar after spending one night at La tion but our guests appreciated
Linea where the winds reached a this manifestation of brotherhood.
speed of 80 miles per hour. We Th.r.ough their smiles and gestures
spent the first night in Africa be- we could see that they were satissides an ancient Portuguese fort in fied. In a spirit of brotherhood one
Ceuta. We than continued to Te- of the guests cleaned our pots in
tuan, Meknes, Fez, Marrakech, E\S- the stream. Another offered us the
saouira, Safi, Casa Blanca, Rabat, hospitality of his hut.
The women still cover their facand
Kenitra, Larache, Tangiers
walk
back to Ceuta. We also visited es and wear long tunics-but
hundreds of out-of-the-way towns on high heel shoes. Only their
on this journey of some 2,500 miles. heavily made-up eyes are visible. In
Morocco is a country of extra- spite of this minimum exposure
and
ordinary beauty. To be sure there they appeared mysterious
are deserts but at the same time very feminine. Some were very cothere are snow-covered mountains quettish. We must agree with the
and an abundance of water at this Arabs that veils or no veils, wotime of the year. Orange trees, man is the noblest creation of Alloaded down with fruit, lah!
heavily
Marrakech is the most fascinatwas a common sight in nearly every town. The weather was general- ing place in Morrocco and we spent
ly sunny. The nights were cold, ten days exploring the city and the
especially at high altitudes. We villages around it. We would rewere glad that we were equipped turn to the same place each night.
with warm, heavy-duty sleeping This was under a huge date-palm
at the edge of a park. There are
bags.
The people of this country re- many palm and olive trees. This
present many races: there are the was Winston Churchill's favorite
Berbers who live in the moun- city. The Souk or market place in
tains, the Arabs of the north, the Marrakech is like a chapter from
(Continued on Page 9)
cross-breed Haratins of the Draa,
By T. S. Tegu

Senate Report
By Candy Pezzera

The first topic discussed was
the "grievance board." All senators present at this meeting agreed
that the Faculty Council lacks
and they
student representation
favor such representation.
passed by the
A resolution
Senate would plaf:!e two full-time
students on the Board of Trustees
one each from URI and RIC.
RIJC has no student representation. Dean McCool feels that the
junior college is being "shortchanged." Senate passed the resolution with the stipulation that
RIJC have faculty representation.
All members are appointed by the
governor for seven year periods
except the Commissioner of Education, Dr. Robinson. The three
and the Chancellor
Presidents
have no votes.
A publication on the evaluation
of each RIC professor was mentioned. Students would evaluate
professors by filling out o suitable
questionnaire. The University of
Marylan dhas such a publication
which evaluates the professors and
the courses.
A resolution will be put before
the student body concerning an
increase of the Student Activity
Fee. Three suggestions have been
made: (1) Leave the fee as it
stands. (2) Raise it by $10. (3)

Restrict the use only to organizations which generally affect the
campus as a whole (Fine Arts,
If anyone
Union, publications).
has any other alternatives, please
contact Senate President James
Macomber.
Concerning the parking situation John Silvia has come to these
conclusions: (1) at certain times
there are not enough spaces, (2)
there is a gross misuse of parking
spaces. (3) a fair or workable
system of ticket administering is
needed. A proposal that only the
faculty and staff be required to
re-register was made. The matter
has been tabled.
Next on the agenda was the discussion of I.F.C. A fraternity or a
sorority can not be recognized by
the college unless it joins I.F.C.
This means if a fraternity is sponsoring an activity, it cannot use
RIC facilities or use the name RIC
unless it has been recognized.
President Kaufman suggested a
judicial section be set up to deal
with the infractions ·of rules and
regulations. The constitution of a
would first go before
fraternity
Senate and 'then before I.F.C. If
two-thirds of the active members
of I.F.C. voted to accept the fraternity, it would become a member. I.F.C. is subordinate to Sen(Continned

on Page 9)

BULLITT
by

Producer

Jeff Siwicki

................................................................................ Philip D' Antoni

Director ............................................................................................ Peter Yates
Screenplay ............................................ Alan R. Trustman, Harry Kleiner
Photography ........................................................................ William A. Fraker
Miisic ............................................................................................ Lalo Schifrin
Technicolor; Running time, 112 mins.
A Warner Bros. - Seven Arts Release
Cast: Steve McQueen, Robert Vaughn, Jacqueline Bisset Don Gordon.
More often than not, the "excitement" promised by "action" pictures consists of nothing more
bag of
than the old standard
tricks including fistfights, shootouts, etc., which, though they may
be handled competently_ by professionals, do not impress the viewer
because they have been seen so
very many times before. BULLITT
offers some really raw, tough, and
most importantly, novel excitement
which can probably provide the
proper jolt for those interested in
cinematic thrills at their finest.
Police detective Frank Bullitt
(Mr. McQueen) is assigned to
guard a valuable hoodlum-witness
for a Senate hearing. When Bullitt's assistant and the witness are
gunned down in the latter's apartment by a pair of gentlemen who
would prefer the witness' silence
on some important matters, Bullitt
determines to find the killers. It
is Bullitt's pursuit of these men
and a later man-hunt resulting
from the detective's discovery that
the gangster he had protected was,
indeed, the classic "wrong man,"
that provide those marvelous vicarious adventures.

The high point of the fim is
Bullitt's auto chase after the killers of the supposed witness which,
as the ad men said of BENHUR's chariot race (which it resembles), is alone worth the price
of admission. Bill Fraker's third
person camera catches Mr. McQueen as he rips through the
winding, hilly streets of San Francisco in his Mustang GT 350 after
the two killers in their Dodge
Charger, while the cars give all
they've git and literally fall apart
en route to their ultimate fiery
The effects of the
destruction.
chase on the viewer when the camera assumes a first person aspect
really cannot be expressed, but
must be felt. Mr. McQueen's lesseT,
but nevertheless sensational feat
in the concluding airport sequence,
wherein he jumps face down on the
ground between the wheels of a
taxiing plane to avoid whisking
bullets, also points out that the
stuntmen (including Mr. McQueen)
and cameramen must be admired
for real courage that surely must
have matched that of the characters in the story.
What is amusing, in its own

Interview With Dr. Piucci,
Dean of P'rofessional Studies
By Barbara Wardwell

' of education, and assistant to the
president of the State University
College in Suego, N.Y., where, as
a professor of education, he did
administrative research and served
a ten year space in facility study.
Dr. Piucci has also spent successive summers working with migrant Black children, who built a
1
and operated their own school. He
has worked on various national
education committees and chaired
committees for 'both John F. and
' Robert Kennedy and is presently
a consultant for the American AsDr. Piucci
siciation for Colleges of TeacheT
Education. Dr. Piucci has been
Located on the bottom floor of with R.I.C. for three years.
Craig Lee is the rather neglected
Dr. Piucci feels that his primary
office of Dr. Virginio L. Piucci, responsibilities at R.I.C. are "to
Dean if Professional Studies, ne- develop the conditions for the faglected not by administration and culty and students ... to help the
faculty but by the students of this institution achieve its objectives
college. It is surprising that such to encourage and stimulate rea situation should pertain to a man search activities and to help the
who plays a decisive role in R.I.C. faculty meet the needs of the
academics, especially in education state in terms of public schools."
courses, and Dr. Piucci is frankly
Dr. Piucci meets once a week
perplexed. He compared four or with the department chairmen in
five student visitors a week in this his division, who have previously
school to fifteen or twenty in met with faculty in their departothers.
ments. Questions of curriculum are
'Tm here all the time and I'm referred to the College Curriculum
always happy to talk to students," Committee and those of promoand, indeed, he seemed very open tions to an advisory committee on
and willing in his discussion with promotions and then to the academe.
mic vice president. When asked if
Dr. Piucci received his B.S. from he felt that any of his duties were
the State U. at New Paltz, N.Y., unrelated to his division, Dr. Piucci
his M.A. from Columbia in school answered a definite no.
Student involvement, a striking
admin1stration and history, and his
doctirate in teacher education and issue on campus, evoked some in·sociology at the University of Flo- teresting statements from Dr. Pirida where he was a University ucci. Students "are not involved
Fellow. He has held positions as to the degree they ought to be inschool principal, division director volved." Tackling this issue each of

way, and also somewhat unfortunate about BULLITT, is that the
writers, Mr. Trustman and Mr.
Kleiner, have seen fit to introduce
Jacqueline Bisset a:s Bullitt's girl
friend, wMse ultmate purpose it is,
having observed his cool response
to a hotel room strangulation, to
ask Bullitt if he is, indeed, as inwardly stoic as he appears outwardly. Of course we know he
isn't, but it is sad that the writers
should have felt so self-conscious
as to believe it necessary to tack
on a very obviously; misfitted
"message" or "extra depth" to a
picture that can and does stand on
its own as an exercise in excitement for its own sake. They have
established before this blunder
that this is not the story of a detective, but of the adventures he
encounters in one of his cases.
This sidetracking fortunately does
not succeed in spoiling the film's
mood, but its inclusion can only
be looked upon as a slightly foolish
and rather juvenile attempt at
phony "art" that is not deserving
of the talent that created it.
The movement is the thing in
BULLITT, and histrionics take
second place. Mr. McQueen, one of
our most respected actors, is not
given much opportunity to emote,
and neither should he be in a.film
of this type, but his aware presence, taken note of in innumerable facial close-ups, must be appreciated. The other members of
the cast, including Robert Vaughn
as the scheming politician who enploys Bullitt, are adequate, but
again, the credit for the main effects of BULLITT belong to the
technicians, particularly cinematographer FrakeT, editor Frank Keller, and of course director Yates,
who supervised the entire enterprise.
If you can't tolerate excessive
violence, even of the tasteful variety, then you'll find BULLITT pretty awful. For those who can take
it, though, it should prove rewardingly awe-ful.
has
departments
the education
been asked to form advisory groups
which will include students. "We
believe a student should be involved in his own learning experiences," said Dr. Piucci. Therefore,
it is "inconceivable that we should
be opposed to student involvement."
Dr. Piucci feels that student
campus
participation in present
controversies is "healty and wholesome." He is more concerned when
students do not take a part. They
are virtually giving their assent to
the actions of those few students
who do voice opinions, whether
they, in truth, agree with those
few or not. Though they do not
realize it, this majority of students
is indulging in a type of negative
participation.
"The fact that they don't become involved, their education is
Consequently,
enriched."
less
they'll "probably receive a:bout
what they deserve" from their college careers.
Therefore, Dr. Piucci, himself
an activist in college, encourages
student involvement. Furthermore,
he stated that "the faculty and
administration must listen to what
people are saying."
In areas of curriculum change
and faculty non-retention Dr. Piucci had this to say: "The art of
DR. PIDCCI
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"There are tables to tell us not only when we will finish
school, but the moment of our promotion, second car,
ulcer, even when our wife will be unfaithful, when we
will seek the cities for the regular d.iversions from our
four-square world."
-Carl
Oglesby

ANCHOR

On Grades
Dedicated To Every "Scholar" at RIC
By Shelly

Mossberg

The current grading system at
this institution has achieved the
notorious function of being humanly de-grading. How? The grading system in practice precisely
imposes the values of unquestioning acceptance of authority (from
the teacher in the classroom to
the
administrator
of Roberts
Hall), of the unquestioning acceptance of the priority of products over persons, of unquestioning acceptance of organization. If
one values in students independent, evaluatively critical thinking,
if one values responsible decision
making, if one values cooperative
behavior between persons based
on trust and acceptance rather
than competitive behavior based
on fear, rat-race careerism, and
individuals working at cross purposes to each other, than one must
acknowledge grades as being humanly degrading.
Grades operate in a number of
disguised ways. First, they are the
teachers' equivalent of Lizzie Borden's axe. Since students need acceptable
grades for desireable
scholarships, jobs, and consequent
social and economic prestige, the
teachers' grading power consequently becomes strong enough to
give him the final voice in deciding the purpose, content, organization and methods of a course,
even if a majority of the students
are opposed to the teachers' idea
of the purpose, content, organization and methods of a course. Ac-

cordingly, to spend a number of
years under such a grading system
is to be continuously conditioned
against conscious participation in
the learning process. This system
condones and supports the fallacious idea passed off by academic
hacks that data, concepts, interpretations,
and answers of an
M.A., Ph.D, D.D.S., LL.b, are
"right", above question, final, ad
nausea um.
The teachers who most often
favor this bankrupt
system of
of grading are usually of the "dictatorial" type, that is, these are
the teachers who spend every
fifty-minute
period rattling
off
data. These humanoid computers
attempt to rationalize their actions by stating that by this
method they are "transmitting
a
traditional
body of knowledge."
What they are in fact doing is
falsely reducing all experience to
a search for facts. Students should

realize that teachers who rely on
a dictated selection of i~formation
are indoctrinating
them into a
system for students
to think
"these are the important questions
:to ask and this is the 'correct' way
to answer them." The end result
of this process is to condition students into disinterested obediance
and passive consumption of "knowledge." Perhaps this is why the
more
,dynamic
faculty
often
•shake their heads in dismay when
not one person in their classes
will respond to a controversial
statement.
Second, this system seeks to
measure in terms of grades those
qualities which cannot be measured in A, B, C. By limiting education to what can be measured
in grades, one eliminates from the
classroom development of ability
to know one's self, and any desire
a student might have to relate
knowledge to the society he lives
in - both of which are necessary
for responsible decision making.
Third,
(and quite
obvious)
grades teach students to compete
against each other. People who
attempt to justify_ such competition say that it motivates and
prepares students for the big competitive outside world. If grades
do motivate them then they reinforce a value system that thrives
on cut-throat competition in all
spheres of life, and a system
where private rewards often come
at the expense and well being of
others. The outcome of such a
value system is precisely the war
mentality of the "big competitive
world" with self-interest
groups

An Analysis of Foolishness
Molloy

Tony Milano, sports editor of
the Anchor, took forum editor
Sheldon Mossberg to issue in last
week's paper. Foresaking any intellectual analysis, Milano resorts
to the use of name calling. Mossberg is called Che Guevara, Overman, and philosopher king. This
type of rhetorical bombast only
points up Milano's inability to
criticize in an intellectual vein.
He uses the same method of criticism which he attacks Mossberg
for using.

Written by The Crimson Cornocopia
What sense is there when the words don't seem to rhyme
And the cause - effect 'system conjures a scene never
To be forgotten in men's minds
To be Buberized into a false hope of a new, good, wonderful.
A never ending ride on the TA lL of a god
Less two or more facits, making it a chip.
Of place where maidens unlovered yet deflowered
By a native son's mist,
Care for a hope which can not exist nor desist
Of a relationship platonic yet organistic base
A trammelment of motor acts, a series not worthwhile
A degeneration into a nynphomaniacal type of style.
Forgetful/ of the meaning, of the nature of the pact
Of an everlasting principle, there should not be a gap.

The Milano Method:

An Analysis
I

By Paul Brown
rifle-barrel to rifle-barrel.
Tony Milano is - theoretically,
If one accepts at all the idea
that education has as one of its at least - sports editor of the
values creation of a society of Anchor. In the past few months,
emotionally stable and fulfilled he has been notably silent about
persons, then one realizes that this sports, and now has suddenly
form of competition is not only emerged in the new role of politiunhealthy, but destructive.
The cal theorist. His writing ability
eminent psychologist Abrams Mas- has also undergone a marked imlow has pointed out that self-reali- provement; such a great improveone might
almost
zation occurs primarily through ment that
human
relationships.
based on suspect that Tony did not pen
trust and acceptance rather than the recent article which appeared
on fear and competition for power, under his byline.
In any event, the true identity
status, and rewards.
The argument against the pre- of the writer of "The Mossberg
sent oppressive grading system is Method" is of little importance; it
however that his
not an argument against any form is essential
of evaluation. A pass-fail system method be exposed and attacked.
would reduce pressure and com- That method is one of personal
name calling,
petitiveness somewhat, but by and insult, half-truths,
large even in a pass-fail system, and slander that is not only morevaluation should be by the stu- ally disgusting but personally indents. Students
should set up sulting to Shelly, the Campus Acstandards
personally meaningful tion Committee, and the students'
to them in grades and courses, at large.
Although the Milano article was
rather than allowing themselves
to be intimidated by an existing written against Shelly as an insystem which often leaves them dividual, it must be noted that
bored and unfulfilled. Students I--------------should have at least 50% of a
grade (be it Pass, A, C, X, etc.)
determined by self-evaluation of
thier own personal progress. StuBy Jayne Rooney
dents should help create any form
In the Feb. 16th issue of the
of written, required examination.
But more important, students that Anchor, Mr. Tony Milano set out
find themselves in a course where to expose the "Mossberg Method."
that the Mossberg
discussion and relation of subject He stated
matter to social and political con- methodology is "to polarize the
and
ditions of the society they live in students and Administration
bring about change by force."
is discouraged or not allowed,
However, I fail to see where
should actively seek to change
that course. Believe it or not, a Mr. Milano has supported this
serious allegation with solid facts.
college can be a demoncracy.
He claims, "As someone who has
observed Sheldon and talked with
him concerning these problems,"
to have penetrated this "methodology" and then proceeds to map
out what he, Milano, forsees as
the inevitable course which Mr.
Mossberg will take. And, in the
Sheldon is depicted as head of process of "exposing" this insidian "elite core" which meets be- ous campaign, manages to make
hind "closed doors". This is un- several unsupported (by solid fact)
true. Anyone is welcome at these allegations, and faises questions
meetings. If the people who attend which he himself leaves unansthese gatherings are labeled an wered.
elite corps because they seek
In the course of his denunciachange, then Milano's views are tion of the "Mossberg Method,"
certainly narrow and closed.
Mr. Milano states, "And even if
Mr. Milano asserts that Moss- the administration should succumb
berg is "seeking student participa- to Mossberg's tactics, does it mean
tion in the governance of the col- ,that this is the only way that
lege." Student participation is de- change could have been brought
fined in the article as committees about?" Yet, Mr. Milano leaves
made up · of an equal number of his own question unanswered. By
students and faculty who have a what means can change be brought
say in matters integral to the about; by_ committees where stuschool. As Mr. Milano alleges, dents are out numbered by a comSheldon would consider any nu.m- bination of faculty and adminisber of students comprising less trations? Assumming that these
than half the membership of these committees were actually intendcommittees as tokenism. Milano's ed to bring about change, I, too,
next assertion is totally unfounded have a question to ask. What posiand unsupportable. He states, that tive gains in student participation
in reality, Sheldon Mossberg is in the governance of the college
seeking "complete student control have been made through these
of college governance". Where is committees?
the logic to this statement? Be-·
In closing, I would like to sugcause Sheldon will not accept less· geSt that Mr. Milano take a closer
than 50% student representation
look at his own methodology. If
on these committees, he therefore 'h_e does want student participawants "complete student control"? tion, and peaceful change, by
If committees made up of half
what means does he propose that
(Contiued on Page 5)
these ends be achieved?

pitted

,..,..,'he
'/1/T.l"lano
'/1/T.ethod.·
.I. ,
J.r.l i
J.r.li

By D. Scott

13, 1969

Shelly is a member of a group The Campus Action Committee.
Since Shelly is the group's most
well-known spokesman, any attack against him is also an attack
against the group. Despite my
personal admiration for Shelly, I
write not in his defense, nor in
mine, but in defense of the Campus Action Committee, which represents
a considerable
crosssection of students, and whose
aims and objectives have been
maliciously distorted in the Milano
article.
· It cannot be over-emphasixed
that the Campus Action Committee is a collective (as opposed to
individualist) enterprise. Thus, no
one person is essential
to its
existence. If Shelly's aims were
those described in Milano's article,
the group would have abandoned
him long ago, since these aims are
definitely not the aims of the
group. It is about the aims of the
group that I wish to write. This
_can probably best be done by contrasting these aims with the accusations made in the Milano
article. The article contains a
number of lies. I will deal with
them in turn.
Lie No. 1: That the aims and
methods of the Campus Action
Committee are dictated by Sheldon Mossberg. In fact, our aims
and methods were arrived at only
after many hours of serious and
critical discussion, and are still in
the process of refinement. We are
not possessors of any sort of
Absolute Truth, and we decide
on tactics and methods only after
careful and detailed analysis. Dur-

Milano
Method

( Continued on Page 6)

Truth?
By Susan Leach

Tony Milano's article on "The
Mossberg Method" was a misinterpretation
of Shelly's philosophy
and goals. But with all its imperfections at least it shows that
Tony Milano is interested in the
future of Rhode Island College.
He tires to save her from the
clutches of one he considers to be
a demagogue. How was he to
know that he aimed at the wrong
target?. At least he tried.
He accused Shelly of having
closed door meetings. This was
not Shelly's fault. Communication
on campus is almost nonexistent.
How many other organizations
have suffered from this? Almost
every organization
on campus
must have felt at some time if
only everybne on campus knew
what was going on their activities
might have been better attended,
If Shelly is really a demagogue
as Tony Milano implies then
would it have been in his interests
to let someone else lead the campaign for a new dismissal policy as
Scott Molloy did? Sheldon Mossberg is not interested in power
for himself but for student participation which he believes will
bring about a better Rhode Island
College,
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FORUM
Letter

Rec. from Dr. James White
Dear Editor,

Mr. Paul Brown's seemingly
thorough article, "The Strange
Case of James Coleman," does one
thing which strikes me as singu-

I

larly poor journalism:
it prints
only portions of my letter to Mr.
Coleman: these portions consisting,
in several
instances,
of
abridged sentences and incomplete
paragraphs
which are given, 'to
say the least, highly subjective interpretations. Would it not be fair
to your readers to ask Mr. Coleman for permission to print the
entire letter so that it may be
judged on its total merits or lack
of them without the guided interpretations
of the "reporter."
May I also suggest that if you do
print the entire letter you give it
the same front page coverage you
gave Mr. Brown's article.
James White, Chairman
Yours,
English Department

"The hottest places in hell are reserved
In time of moral crisis, remain neutral."

By Paul Brown

Foolishness
(,Continued from Page 4)

faculty and students will actually
give this control to the students
- it is not saying much for the
faculty's ability. Mr. Milano's analysis of this point seems merely
to be his own whim or fancy.
Going on, Sheldon is seen as attempting to assemble a broad base
of support among the students.
Earlier, however, Mossberg was
the leader of an elite corps now
a few paragraphs later he is depicted as a potential leader of
many. Sheldon is further seen as
a propaganda opportunist. He is
~erided for speaking up when
teachers are fired, exams need
changing, or curriculum becomes
overburdening. Imagine the gall of
Mossberg. When students grumble
over some administrative
procedure, Mr. Mossberg attempts
to
capitalize on their discontent and
effect some change. What a brazen
youth!
The next allegation
by Mr.
Milano is as spintered and full of
FOOLISHNESS
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Le,tter of Dismissal
From White to Coleman
Editor's Note:
The following is a reprint, in its
entirety, of the letter sent to Mr.
Coleman by Dr. White. Paul Brown,
the reporter involved, also felt it
necessary to make a statement con•cerning his article.

o

Mr. Coleman

Statement From Coleman
Asst. Professor of English
Paul Brown
There are a number of things
which I might say about the letter, if you decide to reprint it.
First, it is effective notice of my
impending dismissal as of June
30, 1970. Not 1969 as on the tombstone. Unless the whole unfair
practice is somehow overturned,
I'll find another job sometime
before that date, we'll move, and
so on. About twenty-five percent
of the college teachers in the
country move every two years.
Many move in order to "get
ahead," to find a better position or
higher salary, etc. Many others,
like myself, move because one way
or another we are forced to.
Then, I could observe that the
letter is a confirmation by a group
of my departmental
colleagues of
a decision our Dean made at least
six months previously. Dean Shinn
d.oes not trust the judgment of the
faculty in these matters and exercises a great deal of "guidance"
in order to be sure that they do
the right thing.
About not demanding revisions
of certain Freshmen compositions,
that is quite true. If the Chairman
is going to maintain even a pretense that teaching effectiveness
is the prime criteria in evaluating
faculty, he must say something
detrimental
about my teaching.
Naturally, I wish he had honestly
expressed his fears that my Marxinfluenced materialist outlook was
somehow contaminating
the RIC
student. This outlook does constantly inform my teaching, and
Dr. White, since he knows nothing
of such things, may imagine that
I am actually dangerous.
The paragraph on "professional
improvement" is pretty nasty. It
implies that I have been deceiving
the poor man from March, 1967
to November, 1968. Perhaps he
sees the entire department parading before him in his dreams
wearing doctoral gowns, and is
profoundly
shocked to discover
someone who is not dreaming the
same
dream.
Undoubtedly
he
would like all of us to be more
like dutiful Professor Lemmons of

for those,

-Dante

Statement
Dr. White seems upset that I
did not quote his letter in its
entirety. I would simply like to
say that I was writing a news
article, not a multivolume anthology of all literature pertaining to
the Coleman case. In the course
of my research, I received rather
lengthy statements from students,
Mr. Coleman, Dean Shinn, and
many others. In writing the article,
I selected what I felt to be most
important.
I also followed this
policy with Dr. White's letter. My
article was rather long as it was,
and last week's Anchor was only
ten pages.
What most upsets me, however,
is Dr. White's contention that my
selection of material was "guided." By whom does he think I
was guided, by Mr. Coleman perhaps?
Since this is apparently what
he meant to imply, and since in
any event many people will interpret his remark in this way, I
want to state categorically that
neither Mr. Coleman nor anyone
else "guided" my writing of the
article. I wrote the article on my
own initiative. When I approached Mr. Coleman, he answered
questions that I asked him, and
he gave me permission to use certain letters that he had received
from Dr. White and Dean Shinn.
My selection of material and the
writing of the article were my
own responsibility. In view of the
facts, I cannot help but feel that
I was considerably, more objective
in regard to both Dr. White and
Dean Shinn than they were in the
dismissal of Mr. Coleman.
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January 7, 1969
Mr. James Coleman
English Department
Dear Jim,
I have recommended
to the
English
Department
Advisory
Committee as follows: that your
contract not be renewed effective
June 30, 1970. The Committee has
endorsed my recommendation.
I
am forwarding it to Dean Shinn.
My reason for not recommendfog renewal of contract, reasons
which the Committee supported
in their endorsement, are as follows:
Regarding
teaching
effectiveness: there is positive evidence
that you stimulate most students
in class; this weighed heavily in
your favor; there is some evidence, especially in recent months,
that
your teaching
has been
slack - e.g., by your own admission you have not asked for revised or additional compositions from
.certain Eng. 101 students whose
first drafts were shoddy; this sort
of evidence countered somewhat
the positive evidence of the preceeding;
Regarding professional improvement:
you categorically
reject
further pursuit of the Ph.D.; this,
clearly, offers no support to you;
furthermore, on Mar. 12, 1967, you
,told me that you needed only to
make up a course in Old English
before you could go on to your
prelims and dissertation of U.N.C.;
on Oct. 30, 1967, you repeated the
same to me adding that you expected to ask for study leave in

the
History
Department.
The
"Kneel Here" elitism which Lemmons' recent article in The Anchor
reflected is what such men mean
by being "professional."
Instead
of learning in order to help change
the world, Lemmons would have us
learn in order to "climb the qualitative
pyramid
to the Ph.D."
where he and Dr. White imagine
themselves to be enthroned. Fortunately, such people always give
themselves away.
Professor Lemmons has published those two absured articles in
The Anchor, and so he provides
the most immediate, fair examples
of the intellectual
backwardness
which this attitude toward learning nourishes. For instance he refers to his knowledge of "American Social and Intellectual History
(from beginning to end)." It is
all in capitals because for this
young man American social and
intellectual history is only an academic matter,
a "field." "The interaction as an examp}e of deend" of our intellectual
history tached scholarship. "Why do men
appears to be the time when he devote their entire lives to the
arrived at the top of the pyramid. investigation of prehistoric man?"
Safely there and better ac- he asks. But don't ask, Professor
quainted with his own shallowness Lemmons, tell us. We would like
than I - he utters proclamations
to know. And while you are at it,
about "standards," and "ultimate tell us why some .teachers promote
judgment."
among students
such views as
But the best examples come those in Konrad
Lorenz's
On
from his previous article about Agression, a book which tells us
"anti-intellectualism,"
where he that human agression is genetic
suggested that "the university" like the color of skin. Are these
(?) is a sanctuary of ideas and teachers really unaware of Lothat "men really do pursue idea- renz's Nazi background or of the
listic intellectual goals unaffected history of such fascist ideas? But,
by political and social considera- to quote one sterling, final ex:amtions."
This statement
reveals ple of reactionary
outlook, this
such a lack of intellectual develop- sentence: "The anti-intellectual
is
ment that perhaps he ought to be the one who tries to politicize the
fired along with me. I was especi- world of scholarship by invading
ally shocked by his list of scholar- its sanctuary and denying that the
lY topics which men pursue "un- sanctuary exists." Sanctuaries are
affected by political and soc;:ial for birds, Professor
Lemmons;
considerations." New Guinea is not men live in the world, a world of
a sanctuary, even for anthropolo- conflicting
interests,
conflicting
gists, not even for the gold and classes, conflicting ideologies; and
coconuts extracted
from it. Or students should never be misled
mercuric
percholate
and hypo- about the character of thes conphosphorous acid, the meanings of flicts by bogus claims to detachwhich Professor Leomns apparent- ment and objectivity. A student
ly did not even bother to look up can ask any teacher any question
before citing the study of their about any matter of importance

1970-71; sometime after that you
apparently
changed your mind
about the matter, but did not inform me until I queried you directly on the matter on Nov. 6,
1968;
You have offered no other concrete evidence of professional improvement, except that you re'cently stated that you expect to
continue reading and writing in
areas
that
interest
you (see
below);
Regarding
productive
scholarship: One article published in 1961;
you refuse to submit any of your
other writings to the Advisory
Committee for review, once again
shutting a door that might have
led to positive support; your statement that the Committee's reaction to your most recent writings
would be too conservative
(and
hence presumably biased) is in
effect self-defeating.
The
three
areas
mentioned
above were the only ones considered in the recommendation not to
renew.
I convey this to you with considerable regret. When I recommended you for a merit increment
with your last contract, I did so
because I felt you deserved it. You
had worked hard and well in the
Humanities
program,
preparing
the syllabus for 1967-1968 during
the summer of 1967 without pay,
which fact weighed heavily in my
recommendation.
Furthermore,
when Dean Shinn last spring
pointed out to me that you were
the only member of the English
Departme staff (save the newest
appointees) who had done nothing
since you had come here to further
your doctoral study and when he
raised the question of renewal of
.your contract. I responded with
your statement of Oct. 30, 1967
(,Continued on Page

9)

(including "the savages of New
Guinea") and if the answer
makes any sense at all - discover
that the teacher is no more detached than I am. They simply do
not want their idealist and imperialist bias identified as such.
They would prefer you regard
their bias as the truth: "Kneel
here, Children."
Concerning
the remainder
of
the letter, I'll only observe that
I do not trust everyone. In practice I find some people to be quite
untrustwrothy.
In circumstances
in which men consistently behave
in accord with their own selfinterest, it is not wise to rely on
their integrity. It is much better
to criticize them and try to get
them to change.
There was one error in your
article, Paul. No one who is concerned about academic freedom.
supposes that RIC is strongly
committed to academic freedom.
But, then, that is one of the many
"fruitful
circumstances"
under
which we all teach. Fruitful for
change.
Best Wishes,
Jim Coleman
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Recruitment Schedule*
Thursday, Feb. 13 "".csterly School Dept.
Friday Feb. 14 Stolllngton, Conn. School Dept.
Monchy, Feb. 17 Oxford, Mass. Public Schools
Tuesday, Feb. 18 West Warwick School D_ept_s.
Wednesday Feb. 19 Los Ai1geles School Dist,:1ct.
Thursday, Feb. 20 Rowland, Calif. School Distnct (near L.A.)
20
};;~:;s:ayFJeb.21
rn~~:;i;Y,S~':;~.
Dp~tiic Schools
Friday, Feb. 21 Providence Schools Dept. (ele1~~ntary _only)
.
Monday Feb. 24 Interagency Board of U.S. Civil Sennce Examiners
'(opportunities with Federal G'overnment)
.
Tuesday, Feb. 25 American Red Cross (Asst. Field Directors and Recreation
Wedne~dF~~E~~d[~"5o~l..;_
School Dept. (nr. Willimantic)
Thursday, Feb. 27 Providence School Dept. (Secondary only)
Friday Feb
28 Providence School Dept. ( Secondary only l
.
Friday: Feb. 28 Travelers Insw·ance Co. (programmers,
data processrng. and
*To ~:f"s~~rvefo;rai1i:~!~ent and to sign up for an interview, please sec Miss

PainA.pj;oi~t~:,tsl\~r
date.

~e~:::ti~]
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be made two days prior to the recruitment
Nancy H. Paine
Placement Counselor

FINANCIAL AID FOR 1969-1970
Applic.'ltion c'.eadline for Financial Aid is April 1st. All necessary fonns
be picked up at Student Financial Aid Office, Room 110, Student Center, al should
your
earliest convenience.
The Financial Aid Oflice i!Y:f~Ra
-~~~Sof Part-Time and Summer Jobs.
Students who are interested in camps during the summer months should c~ntact
the Financial Aid Officer as soon as possible. There are a large number of profitable
Work-Study positions open during the summer months.
'
John R. O'Brien
Financial Aid Officer

1:!0~G!~.;1

Sophomores or Freshman in!?J~d
orientation on the ROTC Pro·
gram at Providence College should irnm_ediately contact :pean McCool, Room I 07,
Student Center Buildings. The Officer 1n charge at Prv1dence Colle_ge will be on
our campus, Friday, February 14.
D. A. McCool
Assistant Dean of Students
THEATRE TRY-OUTS
.
Anyone who hopes to try out for the RIC Theatre production of Ma;or Bqrba~a
later this semester, or anyone who is interest_ed in ~vorking- o~ the production 1s
invited to meet with the director (Dr. Hutclunson) 1n the Actin_g Den at 1 p,m.
on the following Tuesdays: Fcbmary 11, 18. 25 and March 4.
"
Dr. P. W. Hutchinson
Speech & Theatre

An Analysis
(Continued from Page 4)

ing the course of this anlysis, the
views of Shelly, myselli, and many
other students
have undergone
considerable
refinement
a n d
change:
Lie No. 2: That the Campus
Action Committee is an elitest
group that meets "behind closed
doors." On the contrary, all our
meetings are open. We realize that
it is necessary that our meetings
be open if we are to fulfill our
principle aim - to represent the
interests of all the students. We
always adhere to this policy, even
though it has sometimes caused us
considerable difficulty. For example, at a recent meeting Ken Lyon,
who is not a regular member of
the committee, monopolized nearly half of our time haranguing
about his superiority
over the
average student and claiming that
violence and destruction were the
only ways to bring about change
at RIC - a view that was strongly condemned by Shelly. Fortunately, such incidents of belligerent
individualism have been rare, and
virtually all students who have
come to our meetings have been
constructive, progressive, and seriously interested
in meaningful
change at RIC. We are confident
- particularly in view of the repressive
action recently
taken
against Mr. Coleman and the
courageous stand of the AFT in
his behalf - that many more students will join the Campus Action
Committee in combatting administrative repression and in working
for change that will be beneficial
to the students and those members of the faculty who still retain their independence.
Lie No. 3: That the Campus
Action Committee seeks "complete
control of college governance." It
is true that we want committees
to contain 50% students. Anything
less than that is tokenism. But
how does 50% constitute a majority? On what committee do half
the members exercise "complete
control"?
Lie No. 4: (Never expressly
stated,
but
strongly
implied
throughout the article): That the

The New Dorm
Despite its unfinished condition, RIC's new residence hall,
which is as yet unnamed, was
opened . at the begining of this
semester. The seven story building
is the largest and mo:st expensive
dormitory on this campus.
The dormitory, when completed
in September, will hold 156 female residents. The dorm is made
up of thirteen suites; twelve single rooms around a living area.
There are five suites now open
and there are hopes of having another one open up before long.
When asked why the dorm was
opened before completion, Dean
Mulqueen, the Assistant Dean of
Students, said that it would end
the double room situation in both
Thorp and Weber Hall, and that
the new dorm would start paying
for itself.
The inconvenience caused to the
r(;!sidents by this situation was not
completely unexpected. The lack
of closets makes it necessary for
the students to make one more
move before they are in their desired suite. As a suite is completed
the students may move in. In this
way they are not inconvenienced
by the workmen.

The dorm building is separated
Campus Action Committee advocates violence. This is a total from the lounge building by a
fabrication. Despite any moral ob- courtyard. It is possible to enter
jections we may have, the mani- the dorm without going into the
fest failure of violence as a tactic lounge and reception areas. This
at other schools would convince poses some security questions. In
us of its futility. While we do not order to protect the resident's beadvocate violence, we differ from longings, the door to each suite
such a group as the Student Sen- is permanently locked. The girls
ate in that we advoacte direct must carry their keys at all times
action. A boycott is direct action. in order to get back into their
A demonstration is direct action. suites.
A letter-writing
campaign or a
Dean Mulqueen said that there
walk-out is direct action. Minority is a possrbility that measures will
representation
on committees is be taken so that there is no undefinetely
not
direct
action. authorized person entering from
Rather, as more and more people the outside. There is a guard on
are coming to realize, it is simply duty at certain hours to insure
a means used by the administra- extra protection.
tion to retain their power while
Mr. Ernest Overbey, the Vice
giving students the illusion of having "a voice" in college governance.
We urge all students who have
( Continued from Page 5)
been misled about our methods
and objectives to come to our becoming a scholar, which is a difmeetings and decide for them- ficult thing to become, requires
selves In the near future, the that they (students) learn to disCampus Action Committee will tinguish what is from what ought
hold open forums to discuss such to be, that they learn to suspend
matters as exams, cirriculum, and judgement until the facts are in-"
tenure policies. If you are inter-, A student should have "experience
ested in meaningful change in in the course" before passing judgthese areas, or if you are in dougt ment on the course or teacher.
about our true aims and objec- His idea for student involvement
tives, come and find out for your- in faculty non-retention is an "evaself_ It is not we who are de- luative process" whereby the stustructive anarchists who distort dent can take part, though not
the truth. Father than misleading with the same weight as adminisanyone about our aim, we openly I---------------declare it: to bring about pro- complete this argument.
If one
gressive change through direct does not agree
with Mr. Mossaction.
berg's ideology; one must agree
that he is a dynamic, had working
individual who labors to accomplish his goals. One example of
this is the forum section of this
(Continued from P.age 5)
debris as the ruins he envisions. paper open to contributions
Mossberg is now gearing his forces from all. It is controversial, but it
for the final, physical confronta- causes thinking and analysis.
tion with the administration. Let's
When America fought for its inat this point review Sheldon's ac- dependence, (a fight participated
tions at RIC. Last year he organ- in by a minority of the populaized a sit in at Roberts Hall. The tion) many wondered how these
sit in was peaceful and non-violent. rebels could flout the king's authThis year he was helped conduct ority. Who were they to seek ina petition and letter writing cam- dependence and change? It this
paign. Again quite peaceful. Just were 1776, I'm sure Mr. Milano
last week he helped organize pic- would be waving King George's
keting of the Board of Trustees of banner while Mossberg would be
State Colleges.
busily publishing something similSeveral last considerations will ar to Paine's Coltllllon Sense.

Dr. P'iucci

Foolishness

President of Business Affairs, and
Treasurer, feels that extra security measures are un~ecessary. He
feels that, "There is more built
in security in the New Dorm than
in the old ones. He did go on to
say that, "Any security measures
required for the safety of the residents of the New Dormitory will
be built in."
The re•sidents have different
opinions concerning this matter.
Some feel that the present system
is WOTkable. Others would like to
see a system whereby they would
be insured protection from people
just walking into the dorm, without having to have their suite
doors locked all of the time.
A:s of now there are three Resident Assistants. When the dorm
is completed, it is hoped that there
will be one Resident Assistant for
every two suites. The curfew of
the students will be the same as
those for Thorp and Weber. The
form of government within the
dorm is still under consideration.
The lounge and reception area
is a separate building from the
living area. This building also
houses the living quarters for the
dorm director, Mrs. Clyde Kuemmerle and her husband. Mr. Kuemmerle is a member of the RIC
faculty. There are also two guest
rooms on the lower level of the
building. Although there is no
policy concerning the use of these
rooms, Dean Mulqueen feels that
they will be used for visiting faculty and entertainers.
The Infirmary will also be in
the New Dorm on the ground
floor. There will be facilities for
Out- and In- Patient
service.
Twelve beds will be available for
the In-Patient service. There will
be two examining rooms, two officei, for doctors, a reception area,
a pharmacy, a kitchenette,
and
clerical offices for the staff. Mr.
Overbey said that plans are being
made to· open the infirmary within
tration.
"Several students have talked
with me about this, but I've never
seen them come back again." "The
process would take an extensive
amount of time and hard work on
the student's part. He feels that
anything less would be "unjust".
Dr. Piucci also reminds students
of · the historical trend at R.I.C.
which makes todays reforms tomorrow's policies.
I asked Dr. Piucci about dismissal and non-retention controversies, at which time he revealed
that much of the mystery surrounding these issues comes from
the A.A.U.P.'s policy of "nondisclosure," which prevents the disclosure of facts in cases where
teachers do not have tenure. He
also expressed his personal conviction that he does not have the
right to disclose facts in these
cases, often a form of protection
for the individual inv.olved.
Dr. Piucci does not feel he can
speak on the cases of Mr. Coleman
and Mrs. Dostorian, since these
men are not under his division.
However, in the case of Mr. Puritz,
Dr. Piucci does not feel he is depriving anyone of their rights. ''I
feel strongly about peoples' rights.
People should take advantage of
the available machinery to see
that justice is done.'' He added
that if a faculty member does not
have tenure, you simply have to
give him notice of non-retention
by F~bruary. "But we gave Mr.

I

Photo by WINCHELL

six weeks to two months. When
it is opened, there will be 2.4 hour,
seven days a week coverage.
According to Mr. Overby, the
total amount of money made available for this dorm was $1,336,000.
$970,000 was from Federal SelfLiquidating
funds. This money
will be paid back by the resident's
fees. There was also $390,000 made
available through state funds.
Puretz a year's notice.''
"When a person is not granted
tenure, this is in itself not a negative evaluation. It simply means
that the institution does not feel,
at this time, that the faculty member should be granted a 'lifetime
professorship.' " He added that
"the purpose of tenure is not for
job security. It's for academic freedom."
"As far as I'm concerned everyone has been given a just review,"
stated Dr. Piucci.
On the proposal of a collective
bargaining agent to represent the
faculty, Dr. Piucci voiced a wish
that the faculty "develop its own
governance," thus continuing the
old methods with a few of its
flaws worked out. However, he
feels that if the faculty chooses to
have a collective bargaining agent,
they have the machinery and the
legal right to have one, and he
will cooperate with their decision.
In conclusion I questioned Dr.
Piucci on any recommendations he
might have for curriculum reform.
He assured me he could speak all
day on the subject, but cited specifically such things as "more individual study" with courses that
are "more performance related."
He'd like to "get rid of grading
but not evaluation.''
"We've got too many required
courses," added Dr. Piucci. His
idea is to "put more of a burden
on the student" in selecting his
courses.
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VIEWPOINT

*College Lecture Series, "Ideology
in Higher Education." Hardial Bains from the Ideological
Institute in Montreal. Roberts Auditorium, 2 p.m.

Wednesday,

February

12 -

February12 - *Distinguished
the Piano Player. Amos Assembly
3:00 p.ip. and 7:30 p.m.

Wednesday,

Film Series
Room,' Clark

"Sh0ot
Science

13 - *Music Series Lecture, "Aesthetics
Music," Jack Manuel, speaker. Roberts Hall, noon.

and

14- **Anchormen ys. Westfield
Walsh Center, 8:00 p.m.

bas-

Thurs., February

Fri<lay, February

ketball
Saturday,

February

Dicheter,

**Fine Arts Series,
Hall, 8:15 p.m.

15 -

Roberts

Prospects_
(Continued

from Page 1)

smith winner looks like Babson
College but Bryant gets a shot at
Babson and could, by defeating
them and those teams remaining
on their schedule, force Babson
into a play-off for the Naismith
title.
Next we come to the NESCAC
championship. This conference is
divided into two divisions, north
and south, with 17 individual
teams competing for the division
titles. Each division has playoffs
· for its top four teams. The winners of these games then meet
for the conference championship.
This contest will be played at the
home court of the southern divi. sion titlist. The northern division,
this season, will probably be represented by Plymouth State College qarring any unforseen catastrophes for the New Hampshire
quintet.
Things are more complicated in
the southern loop. Boston State
and RIC are currently tied for
first place. Indications
are that
Lowell State and Westfield State
will make the playoffs also. Each
of these four teams are now rated
according to their division finish.
The winner of the division plays
the number four team (Westfield?) and the second place finisher meets the third place division team (Lowell?). Each game
will be played on the home court
of the team with best record.
This home court advantage is
important. If both RIC and Boston
remain undefeated
in conference
contests, then Boston will finish
with 14 wins, one more than RIC.
Although not specifically mentioned in the rules, this fact could pair
Boston with the number
four
team, leaving RIC to combat the
third place finisher,
at Walsh
Gymnasium. Now, it appears that

State,

Pianist

Micha

both Boston and RIC will win
these games but now the game between Boston and RIC for the di.vision title will be played in Boston, a possibility not cherished by
Coach William Baird. Of course if
the Boston club loses one game
and RIC remains with an unblemished conference record then,
a Boston-RIC •playoff would be
held here, a possibility more to
Baird's liking.
Come what may, the two division titlists then tangle with the
resulting NESCAC champion ;;;
ceiving an automatic bid to
NAIA tournament.
That gives the NAIA selection
committee
three of their four
tournament competitors. The last
slot will be filled by any worthy
club. It may by the loser of the
Babson-Bryant
rivalry, the loser
of the RIC-Boston game, a team
like Western · New England College or Quinnipiac College etc.
The NAIA ,finals will be played
at a gymnasium to be selected later. Walsh Gymnasium will rank
high on the list if RIC is fortunate enough to make it to the
finals mainly because of its size
and •comparative
newness. The
1966-67 N AIA finals were played
before 3,000 fans here and tournament officials rated the tournament. extremely successful.
The eventual winners of the
long, complicated process of elimination in the NAIA will then'
represent District No. 32 in the
national
tournament
in Kansas
City, Missouri now slated for
March 10-15.
So the "ifs" and the "buts" persist, and will, until the New England Colleges complete their regular schedules. Then, and only
then, will possibilities become conhappily
for some
crete facts,
teams, sadly for others. Some good
clubs are sure to lose out, only to
enter the fray again next fall,
with new hopes and expectations.

Photo by Winchell

Anchorman Jtay Huelbig
RIC fast break offense.

evades

Warrior

defense

to complete

the

To /Jo Nothing,
ls To Be Nothing!
By Uncle Eli
Last Friday, February 7, I was
witness to one of the most heartbreaking experiences which I ever
had. An RIC professor was speaking with someone in front of
Adams and realized that it would
soon be time to begin her class.
With this in mind, she turned
toward Mann and started to run
in order to reach her destination
in time.
At this point, she .ran past an
RIC student by the name of Barry
Waterson. He told me later, "She
was singing while she ran - obviously very happy. You know, she
even made me feel happy." But
the cheerfulness ended as quickly
as it began. Directly in front of
Barry, the instructor fell to the
sidewalk cutting her hands, nose,
a knee, and, when hitting her
head on the gr:ound, knocking herself out.
After realizing what had happened, Mr. Waterson dropped his
books and began helping the in-

jured regain consciousness. During
this time, three or four other people gathered around to help; fifteen to sixteen others gathered
around just to see what happened
- not to see if they could help;
and another
twenty
to thirty
walked right by without a care.
My only wish is that I could be
exaggerating now instead of probably underestimating.
Another
incident
which took
place in the Providence area not
to long ago is a case of rape. During this crime, which made the
scene even worse, more than ten
people stood by and watched but NOT ONE called the police.
In New York City, a few years
ago, a woman was murdered. It
was estimated that at least twenty-five people in an apartment
house overlooking the scene of
crime watched the murder intently - but NOT ONE called the
police.
· In both of the latter cases, the
witnesses gave the same -excuse.

Trustees

should know what his position is,
and if he were on probation, he
should at least be made aware of
why he was being dismissed.

(Continued

from Page 1)

a group has been formed by the
students at three state colleges
called Students for Better State
Colleges. This group is involved in
independently
reviewing
policies
at the three colleges.
Mr. Molloy concluded his speech
by st ating that he was aware that
many people co nd emned st udent
radicalism because they believed
it is trying to destroy the ideals
on which their society is built. "On
the contrary, "he said it is an attempt to preserve these ideals on
which their society was founded."
Molloy
finished
When
Mr.
speaking, Mrs. Sapinsly promised
to definitely answer this petition,
point for point, within two weeks.
She asked him why the petition
had not been presented to the Faeulty Council, the organization empowered to deal with these affairs.
Mr. Molloy answered that in the
past, the students
at RIC had
learned that going through the
proper channels only resulted in
"red tape and tokenism," (an illusion to last years boycott and the
committee set up to investigate
•student problems).
Mrs. Sapinsly then asked if he
thought that the faculty could not
be heard through
the Faculty
Council. Mr. Molloy answered that
the Puretz, Coleman, Raboy and
Tegu matters were responsible for
"breeding an atmosphere of fear
on campus, and that the faculty
has been too intimidated in the
past to feel its views will be heard
unbiasedly in a committee composed of faculty and admi11istration."
Mrs. Sapinsly · then turned the
question period over· to the Trustees. One member questioned the
terminology Mr. Malloy had used
in his speech, when he stated,
"N obody's been fired, you ju st
don't rehire them."
Mr. Hogan, a member of the
Board, asked Mr. Molloy if he
would give the same considerations for a proper hearing to a
teacher who had only taught a
week, and Mr. Molloy said, "yes."
Mr. Hogan asked if th ere should
be any sort of probationary period,
and was answered that in any
system such as this, a teacher

DR. KAUFFMAN PRESENTS
ms POSITION

After the question period, Mrs.
Sapins]y asked Dr. Kauffman to
present a statement he had prepared concerning his opinion of
the petition. Dr. Kauffman first
stated that he had not expected
such a wide distribution
of the
report from which Mr. Molloy
quoted in his speech.
Dr. Kauffman went on to cite
the procedures for dismissal listed
in the faculty manual, and stated
that he has insisted these procedures be followed. He does, however, believe that some form of
grievance system should be adopted and the Faculty Council, on
February
12, will consider the
adoption of a by-law to provide
for public hearings.
However, concerning
the student demand for an equal role in
evaluation and dismissal of faculty, he stated that while he was
committed to greater student participation, he could not acquiesce
to this demand because he feels
"it strikes at the heart of faculty
independence." He stated that student participation
in this matter
"would intimidate the faculty" and
would be "against academic freedom."
Dr. Kauffman
proposed that
this matter
be referred to the
Faculty Council, antl this resolution was unanimously
adopted.
The Baha'i Faith is the subject of a talk to be given by
Gregory
Dahl
on Tuesday,
February
18th at 1 p.m. in
Room 308 of the Student Union
Building. Mr. Dahl is Presid~nt
of the Baha'i Association
at
Harvard, where he is a student
in engineering. He has participated in Summer Youth Projects of the National Spiritual
Assembly of the Baha'is and
has traveled in the Scandanavian countries and Bolivia.
This presentation on the Ba,ha'i faith is the first of a series
of five programs sponsored by
the Chaplains and dealing with
the beliefs and practices
of
various religions.
, 11,,_____________

-9

"I didn't want to get involved." To
be fair, another excuse was given,
but this one was in the minority.
"I thought
someone else had
called."
Do not misunderstand the main
purpose of this viewpoint. I am not
trying to praise the Barry Watersons - the people who do .stop to
help in such instances. These people should not be considered saints
- they are human beings. I am,
however, condemning those who
did nothing and will continue to
do nothing in the future. How
hard is it to pick up the telephone,
dial "O", ask for the police, and
report an emergency? You know
something? You do not even have
to leave your name. But TO DO
NOTHING
IS TO BE NOTHING!!!!!

Hardial S. Bains, director of
the Necessity For Change Institute of Ideology Studies in
Montreal
will lecture
Wed.,
Feb. 19 at 2 p.m. in the auditorium of Roberts Hall.
Mr. Bains, brother of RIC
asst. professor of English Dr.
Yashdip Bains, is a prominent
member of the "Internationalists" a youth group with Marxist-Lennist beliefs.
Idealogical
Institute,
The
with which Mr. Bains is ·associated, is aimed at seeking applications
of the thought
of
Marx. Lenin and Mao TseTung to contemporary
aca'demic, social and political problems.
Mr. Bains is a native of India and came to Canada in
1959 for graduate study in microbiology.
The program is a part .of the
1969 College Lecture Series and
is open to all without charge.

WPROPRESENTS-

AWINIER
SPECTACULA

with Special Guest Stars
TOMMY JAMES & THE SHONDELLS
"'Crimson & Clover"
plus-The Brooklyn Bridge
"Worst That Could Happen"
RHODE ISLAND AUDITORIUM
Tues., Feb. 25 - 7:30 P.M.
Tickets: $5.00 - $4.00 - $3.00
On Sale NOW at the Box Office
also: Avery Piano, Weybosset St. Carl's Diggins, 759 No. Main St. Beedems, Fall River - Sports Dugout,
Woonsocket - Thompson & Forbes,
Newport - Carter's, New Bedford.
Mail Orders: enclose check or money
order with stamped, self-addressed
envelope to R. I. Aud., I l 11 N. Main
St., Providencse, R. I.
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ADVERTISING
CLASSIFIED

We Are Now Accepting

NAME

13, 1969

.........................

ADDRESS

~ ................................................................

......................................................................................

Grossnickle, DISCOVERING
MEANING IN ELEMENT
ARY
SCHOOL
MATHEMATICS,
5th edition. If anyone has this
book and is willing to sell it,
please contact William Bunch
via the Student Mail or The
Anchor.

WANTED
There will be a special

Choose Your
Own Hours

class. Anyone

FRINGE BENEFITS

Class of '71.

Contact

.MEETYOUR

PART TIME EMPLOYMENT
MALE OR FEMALE

3 EVENINGS& SATURDAY
$60.00 PER WEEK

Thru ...
MEET-A•MATCH
PROGRAM

ATTENTION
ALL SE.NIORS~
TRYOUTS FOR
STUNT HITE

Name ........................................ Age ......
Address ..................................................

THURS., FEB. 13. 7:00 p.m.
Publications Room
3rd Floor, S. U.

Pickthe Band

COME ONE, COME ALL
AND HELP
THE CLASS WIN!

FOR YOUR NEXTPARTY
OR MIXERAT

MARDI
GRAS

781-2820

CO STUME ·BALL
FEB. 18, 1969
8:00 - 12:00 P.M.
Student Center Cafeteria

after 2 P.M.

SENIORS

·Live Band - Refreshments
Game Booths
(with a surpise target!)
Masks will be available,
at the door '
Admission • $1.00 per person

YOU ARE INVITED
TO ATTEND

A GET TOGETHER
COFFE.E HOUR

GUEST:
Dr. Joseph F. Kauffman

Come and celebrate the
NEW ORLEANS TRADITION
AT RIC
(Costumes Not Required)
Sponsored by the Student Leadership
Conference Committee

Say you college students,
others adjust to the scene?

what

about

helping

JOIN THE STUDENT COUNSELING PROGRAM:
Name

....................................................

Address

to the Student

I

computerize people-matching service

..........................................

to fill the Senate vacancy

fill in the application
Union

below,

Information

from

our

by Feb. 17,

Desk, c/o the

BILL BUNCH

Anchor Office

1034 IND. BANK BLDG., PROV., R. I.
TEL 351-3046 - 24 HR. SERVICE
-FREE QUESTIONNAIREAmerica's largest & most respected

election

interested

1969 and return

,IDEAL
DATE!

Ballroom
TIME: 2-4 P.M.

.

SECRETARY

WANTED TO BUY:

WHEN: FEB. 19, 1969
PLACE: Student Union

·

CLASS'IFIED ADS!

64 VOLKSWAGEN, radio,
. PHONE NO ...............................................
clean, good condition. Call 942-1.;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~
1545 after 5 p.m.
SEMESTER
INDEX*
*(min. 2.00)

City ................ State ............ Zip ..........

.

- ... .
; ............ .

Class ...........................................................

.

Cum.

.

Index .................................................

SOPHOMORES,
JUNIORS:
fill in the above application
and leave it at the Union Information
desk. Further information
via your student mailbox.
FRESHMEN:
Join the Student Counsel Apprenticeship
Program.
Fill in above application
and
leave it at information
desk.

Apply YANKEE MOTOR INN
2081 Post Road, Warwick
Thursday Evenings, 8 p.m. sharp,
No Phone Calls Please.

NAVAL AVIATION OFFICER TRAINtNG
Telephone 421-9213
to qualified Seniors and graduates. Visit or call representatives at
the Sheraton-BiltmoreHotel, Providence, between .9:00 a.m. and
8:00 p.m. February 19th thru 22nd.
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ing to them it is a Hindu invention.

Coleman

In the real Arabic system the five

(,Continued from Page 4)

and added that I expected to be
making a recommendation to renew contract for the succeeding
year, although I admitted I had
not at that moment made a thorough review of your work. I told
you the same in early July. And
I meant it. To say the least, I am
bewildered by and disappointed
in the path you have chosen to
follow. To recommend the continuance of your contract would
be a disservice to the College, I
believe, especially considering your
lack of commitment to professional advancement and your refusal
to offer any other affirmative
evidence of professional growth
real or intended. In addition, my
judgment and the committee's is
also based on the fact that, were
you to stay on, you would have
to be granted tenure on July 1,
1971, which eventually we could
not recommend. Not germane _to
the issue, but to me personally
,disheartening, is the apparent fact
that you now distrust the judgments of not only the upper administration
but of myself and
your colleagues in the department.
Once again, I regret the outcome of the matter. I trust and
hope that your teaching career
will continue under mor fruitful
circumstances.
Yours,
James E. White
JEW/lee

Marocco
(Continued from Page 8)

the 1001 Nights. There are snake
charmers, exotic dancers, fortune
tellers and even story tellers.
There are water venders decked
head to foot in jewels and copper
bowls that clink and clatter as the
walk. There are thousands of unusual things to buy.
Whenever we spent a night in
some rem.ote place where there
was some doubt concerning our
personal safety we sought the hospitality and protection of the Gendarmerie Royale, an elite organization not too unlike the Canadian
Mounted Police. The Gendarmerie
uses horses, camels, jeeps and even
helicopters to maintain -law and
order. The Gendarmerie personnel
is selected for its intelligence and
personality and no one appeared to
be over thirty. They all spoke excellent French and told us that all
administration
was done in that
language. The Gendarmeries was
extremely cordia!J. offering everything they had at their disposal
thing they had at their disposal.
We generally camped near or inside the compound. We were invited on three occasions to the homes
of the Gendarmerie officers who
offered us cookies and the traditional tea made of green mint
leaves. However the wives did not
make their appearances.
Spanish and Arabic are the languages spoken along the coast. In
the interior of the country French
and Arabic are spoken. All cultured people speak Arabic and French
and many speak all three languages. But the man of the soil speaks
only Arabic. It was with these people that I mostly wanted to talk,
but could not.
We visited the University of Fez
(founded in 9th century) and the
University of Rabat. The Arabic
system of numbers (1, 2, 3, 4, 5
etc.) is not used by the people and
the students told me that it was
not invented by the Arabs. Accord-

is written as our zero, the six as
our seven (but tilted), the seven is
written as a V, the·eight as an inverted V. The zero is written as a
period. This was indeed a shock to
me. For fifty years I had heard
about the "Roman" numerals and
even doubt that the "Romans" invented theirs. How much inaccurate,
out-of-date,
and useless
things we teach in .schools? It is no
wonder that students are in arms
the world over.
In Casa Blanca I stopped in a
tiny book store in the Medina and
asked the owner (who was wearing
a fez) to sell me a Koran. This·
gentleman reached up, took one
from the shelf and kissed the holy
book before he handed it to me.
Respectfully
I accepted it and
turned to what we consider the
last page but is the first page of
the Koran. In my hand I was holding one of the most extraordinary
treasures of mankind. Besides being a book of great literary merit,
-it is sacred scripture for some
three million people living in Africa, Asia and other parts of the
world and many know it by heart.
I admired the graceful, intricateand dynamic script. But I could
not read a single word. I knew nothing about the Moslem people
and their marvellius Koran. The
teachers who taught me knew nothing about these three hundred
million people. Is it a wonder that
we know so little about our fellow
man? Is it a wonder that students
all over the world are rebelling
against the useless things they are
forced to learn? When are we going to learn about man himself?

Senate Report
( Continued from Page 8)

ate as I.F.C. is not a protective
power but a disciplinary power.
If a fraternity were found to be
making racial discriminations, the
fraternity
would still remain in
the National. The National would
oudge the situation according. to
the written policies and procedures ofLthat fraternity's constitution. A fraternity or sorority may
appeal to the Senate. Senate unamiously accepted the proposals
of I. F. c. temporarily until it'sconstitution is revised and submitted before the end of the academic year 1968-69. It would be
noted that Senate gives no funds
to I.F.C.,
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Viewpoint

Responsibility of Change
·by TONY MILANO

Last week I stated that I, for
one, do not approve of Sheldon
Mossberg's method of implementing change at RIC. You are probably wondering, and rightly so,
how I would have students achieve
more participation in their academic lives.
I would begin by reminding you
that I am speaking of participation in, not absolute control of,
college governance by students;
there is, of course, a great deal
of difference between these goals.
I espouse participation because we
all, students, administrators,
and
faculty, are in this together, like
it or not. Sheldon Mossberg says
complete control because he feels
that students are the sole excuse
for the College's existence, which
is his own, left handed, way of
saying that the world owes students something.
It seems to me that •before attempting
to change
anything,
there is, of necessity, some serious
thought devoted to what is in
need of change, rather than hopping from issue to issue, simply because it has become a controversy.
I think that, if we consider them
seriously, we will find that what
puts us "up-tight" about things
like curriculum, grades, the dismissal of popular instructors, etc.,
we will find that they are all
branches of the same tree. We
are caused to study in area's that
we, personally, cannot, for the
life of us consider relevant; we
are forced into a l,)OSition where
a letter of the alphabet has become the be-all and end-all of
our lives; on one hand, we are
expected to be intelligent and responsible human beings, but on
the other, our opinion seems to
be held in such low esteem that

no one seems to care about what
we think.
Education seems to us to be
totallw irrelevant;
we have not
lost our individuality, rather we
have been robbed of it by bureaucratic paper shuffling. We feel
likeIBM cards, but we're less than
that. We're folded, into a bootlicking p<;>sition, of course, by
derks,
secretaries,
and campus
fuzz; we're spindled, around their
little finger, by the Administration; we're mutilated by the almighty red pens of the faculty.
More specifically, people that
we feel ought to know us, don't
care to get aquainted, or don't
have the time. Whatever the reason, we feel that we cannot communicate
with
them.
Faculty
members seem to be too busy;
administrators
don't want students floating in and out of their
offices; we. are underlings even to
secretaries.
In the midst of this impersonal
society, how do we cause "them"
to know what we want? How do
we rescue our individuality? How
do we make this place relevant?
How do we acheive some small
sense of correlation •between our
wants, our a·spirations, our needs
and what this institution is making
available to us?
Well, some people feel that we
should simply demand what we
want, and that if these demands
are- not met, we should attempt
to force them into existence. But
you will remember that we have
decided that most, if not all, of
our problems are rooted in the
fact that there is little, or no,
communication between students

and faculty and the Administration, which in turn has caused
each of us to become part of a
"faceless mass." Now, is the way
to get acquainted with someone
by threatening him, or is it more
practical to talk with him, letting
him discover something about you,
and you about him; expressing to
him your "hang-ups" and listening to his. What I am talkink
about is a mutually sincere dialogue, which is necessary for one
individual to appreciate another.
What does all this "sincere
dialogue" have to do with students
gaining more participation in their
academic lives? Just this: it is the
foundation on which all change is
built. In political parlance "sincere dialogue" becomes "bargaining in good faith."
To be more specific, students
who are seeking changes in a
certain area ought to study that
area, which would include talking
to members of the faculty and ad.minstration
involved. This will
serve to inform them of what is
being done in that area, and possibly why. This studying will enable them to suggest viable, responsible proposals, rather than
stamping our feet and shouting,
"we want change." It is at this
point that bargaining in good faith
becomes crucial, for when these
proposals are offered there must
be an open, honest dialogue; we
all must push our petty vested
interests as far aside as possible.
We must be motivated by a mutual desire to improve RIC for all
of us.
If we are not capable of this,
Sheldon Mossberg is right.

Truth?
(Continued from Fage 4)

When is an equal number of
students and administrators
and/
or faculty complete student control?
To say that Shelly is not interested in representing
thruth to
the students of Rhode Island College depends on what your definiSenate allowed th e Boa rd of tion of truth is. Is it President
Governors to transfer funds so Kauffman or Dr. Willard opintha t they co,uld participate in a
tournament which was held Feb. ions? This must be Tony Milano's
8-9 at Holy Cross.
definition. Truth is fact, reality,
actuality; not the opinions of the
Senate allocated $2,000 for Win- administration, the facutly or the
ter Weekend which is scheduled students.
Feb. 21-23 and $400 for a two
Just because violent occupation
week internship in Washington, of campus buildings is in vogue
D.C. at the offices of Pell and does not mean that Sheldon MossTiernan. Students from the politi- berg is in favor of it. Yet Tony
cal science and history majors Milan implies this is part of the
were selected by Dr. Winter.
"Mossberg Method".
Senate would like the following
Tony Milano must feel that by
to be observed: (1) The tentative exposing Sheldon Mossberg to the
date for Senate Forum is March College community the student
5, 1969. Campus organizations are movement on campus will be deasked not to schedule any activi- stroyed. Shelly is only part of the
ties on the day, (2) Organizations movement, an important part, but
desiring a conference with Sen- only part. Maybe when Tony
ate funds should make the ap- Milano becomes disenchanted with
pointment one month before a de- the truths of the administration
cision is required by Senate. (3) he may take the place of the
The Senate and Board of Gover- movement's fallen hero. The door
nors Conference Room should be will always be qpen to any Tony
used ,only by the Senate members Milanos. That is, anyone who is
and the Board of Governors. There interested in what is best for the
are other rooms available for students, not what is best or
meetings on the same floor for easiest for the administration
or
organizations needing the space.
the faculty, is always welcome.

Prof. T. Steven Tegu and his family in Morocco

PART TIME
10 HRS.

$ 40

20 HRS.

$ 80

30 HRS.

$120

40 HRS.

$160

No experience necessary.
We willtrain.
Requirements: Neat appearance, car, Bondable

CALL 467-4720
College students hired before May willhave choice of fulltime summer positions.
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Bombing of University of Hartford RIC Takes Fitchburg
5 Pin Lead way to 39-3
Hue]!,~o~~~
~!:, Su!~~,eed
inte
RAy
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Friday night, while leading the
Anchormen to a 103-51 rout of the
Falcons of Fitchburg State.
Fitchburg, using a time consuming stall in the opening quarter of
play, found their game plan unable to cope with the firepower
and speed of the Anchormen.
RIC, seeking to improve its 15-1
record, did just that in rather easy
fashion. Art Sultzer opened the
scoring at 18:20 of the first half
with a foul toss and added the
game's first floor basket 30 seconds later. A slow-down by Fitchburg to this point, was working
reasonably well. Coach Cunningham of the Bay Staters had instructed his team to use the stall
to slow the fast Anchormen. However, fine patient defense by Wilson, Creedon and Suggs resulted
in seberal Fitchburg
turnovers,
and with 13:30 left in the half,
RIC was to the fore, 8-0.
During a Fitchburg
timeout,
Coach Baird of the Anchormen,
tiecided to use a loose, full court
press in an attempt to speed up
the tempo of the game. It worked.

by Charly Totoro

cepted errant
passes and this
Last Saturday, the RIC wrestforced the Falcons to abandon
lers were not to be denied as they
their stall and shoot. Fitchburg's
put on a fine offensive show in
first floor attempt hit the rim at
what Coach Green termed "an
15:48 of the half but the inaccuoverall effort." He continued to
rate Falcons could not connect for
say, "We just wanted it more than
a field goal until 6½ minutes had
they did, and the fellas showed it
elapsed.
on the mat."
The Fitchburg club tried runThe match started with Hartning with RIC but to no avail, and
ford forfeiting the 115 lb. class to
their lack of good ball handlers
Captain_ Manny Vinhatiero for a
soon became apparent. Miscues on
quick 5 point bulge. In an exhibithe part of the home team, and
tion match later, Manny pinned
accurate floor gunning by the Anthe man he would have wrestled,
chormen established a 24-16 lead
had that man made weight.
at the quarter and the game was
At 123 Kenny Whorl took on
never in doubt after that.
Henry Napolean. The first period
Senior center Art Sultzer and
saw plenty of action, with Whorl
transfer forward Jerry Suggs coltaking his man down and bringPhoto by Winchell
laed most of the Anchormen's 55
ing him to a predicament for a Al Johnson applying the finishing touch to Mike
rebounds and collectively accountYavener of Hartford.
total of 4 points. Napolean, howed for 28 points. The Anchormen
At 152 Robby Haigh took on with his man, and staring hirri in
ever had escaped and reversed
hit 39 of 74 floor attempts for a
Dave Philippii. At 0:25 of the first the eye. The first period ended in
Whorl as the period ended 4-3.
game shooting percentage of 52.
period
Both
Robby
men · wrestled
had a take down, he a scoreless tie. Beers reversed
well,
Fitchburg, on the other hand, conthroughout the second period, un- then put this man in a punishing Frank early in the period and as
nected on only 18 out of 57 for
til Kenny got an advantage and predicament, which lead to a fall the second period came to a close,
31% and shot only 19% in the
pinned his man at 2:53 of the sec- at 1:20 of the first period. This Frank reversed him back, and in
opening stanza. Moe LaGasse acis not Robbie's fastest pin, as he a move similar to that of Smith
ond period.
counted for 5 of the Falcon's 33
Beaver Bayha took on Jon has a 35 second pin to his credit.
landed on the man in a pinning
rebounds.
Rosenthal in the 130 lb. class. The
At 160 Al Johnson met Mike position, and put him away.
match opened with little action as Yavener. Both men had their moThe score was 39 to 3, a sound
the 1st period ended with Bayha ments of amassing 5 points in the thumping for the Hawks.
trailing 2-1. In the second period first period, and then being pun- 1-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;I ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:
Rosenthal was down, he escaped ished physically as Yavener knotand then took Bayha down. The ted the score. Then Johnson came
BULLETIN
Beaver
immediately
reversed back to take command of the acAnchorman Ray Huelbig sufRosenthal and made the score 5-3 tion in the period and out score
Rosenthal. The third period was Yavener 4-2 and win.
fered a severe ankle sprain in
Kenny
a wild and woolly one. As Bayha
Smith
squared
off
Tuesday's night's game against
reversed to the score Rosenthal against Clayton Ostergren at the
escaped to take a 1 point lead. 160 lb. class. In the first period
Worcester State. Coach Baird
With 22 seconds remaining Bayha Ken opened quickly with a takehad a reversal to go ahead 7-6, down and a near fall, before befeels that Ray will not be able
however in a last ditch effort ing reversed ending the period at
to play in Friday's
game
Rosenthal broke and scored a tie 5 each as Ostergren had a near
score at the end of the alotted pin. Ostehgren injured his angle
against
Westfield
State and
time. Bayha gained 2 points on at 1 :42 of the second period, and
sees this as a hard blow to the
riding time and won the match.
referee Hague Varadian stopped
Dennis
Cooney
the
Rhody the match. When the match reRIC offense.
Photo by Winchell
wrestler at 137, was above. his sumed o st ergren reversed Kenny
Anchorman Bob Bushell in action against Fitchburg.
class. Scott Sanderson, outweigh- .and put him in a near fall position I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~------------------=-------=---ed Denny and repeatedly forced to take a 10 to 5 lead into the
the "little guy" to bridge out of final period. In just ten seconds of
potential pin wsitions. A fine de- tne final period Smith reversed his
fensive performance by Cooney.
man came down on top of him
by Art Breitenstein
rub ·it into another team by really murdering them
Bobby Pacheaco took on 145 lb. in a pin position and put the man
Traveling to Anchorman away games can be as when he gets the chance. Rather, he'll platoon his
Tom DeVita. The first and second away.
hazardous as playing in one, to say the last. Last troops, giving rest to his starters and using his
Jon Badway was rewarded a Saturday night, this reporter and his lovely statistiperiods were scoreless through no
"Bandits".
· fault of Bobby, as his man almost forfeit in the 177 lb. class. The 191 cian journeyed to Fitchburg State
College, some
The Bandits put on quite a show in Worcester.
refused to wrestle. Pacheaco was lb. class was forfeited by both 70 odd miles. Only after a 13 mile
detour and
Bob Bushell, affectionately called "Bush" by his
down at this point and at the teams.
many traffic headaches did we arrive at the Falcon's teammates, led these unheraled athletes right into
0:03 mark of the third period he
In the heavyweight class, Frank nest with just two minutes
before game time.
trouble. He started the ball rolling, no pun intended,
reversed his man for the only Lynch took on Churck Beers.
Tuesday evening, recalling our troubles in getby not reporting to the scoring table. Those versed
Lynch opened up, seeming to toy ting to the
score.
Fitchburg game on time, we decided to
in the rules of roundball realize that a substitute
leave for the Worcester contest early. This didn't
must go to the official scorer before entering the
help. Route 146 was snow-clogged, icy and narrow. game and give his last name and number. Bush
Numerous marooned autos and a jack-knifed trailer
forgot and RIC had a technical foul.
truck didn't help expedite things, either. So we
Then George Hoyt, who isn't as fortunate in the
pulled into Worcester State College a bit late, but
scoring column as some of his cohorts, had a foul
no matter the game was a good one, and worth the
shot nullified when Bush crossed into the foul
hardship.
boundary. George lost no time instructing Bush
For the second game in a row, and the third of
about the "ins and outs" of basketball, and Bush
the season, every last one of the 14 Anchormen countered with his own bucket soon after.
had at least one point. Worcester's Lancers played
The Bandits, in case one didn't notice, have fun
a hard game and were not nearly as careless or
on the court. Hectic basketball spiced with the
incompetent as were Fitchburg's Falcons. Still, with
~eferee'~ whistles, is the order of the hour. Players
fantastic Rick Wilson and Art Sultzer leading the
Jump with glee at a basket, kick up a storm on a
way, RIC romped home with a 111-81 victory and foul call
and respond with smiles to the cal'ls and
its 17th victim.
wild cheers of the fans that come out to see them.
Wilson now has himself 400 points in 18 games, Coach
Baird says affectionately that he has a team
quite a performer. The personable young man was
'.'better than Barnum and Bailey's Circus" and he
saying after the game that he was disappointed that
1s not complaining about the situation. Who would
he was missing so much playing time. To be sure, with 17 wins?
many fans come particularly to watch Wilson, he IS
There are only three regular season games left
that good. He is a hard, aggressive competitor, with
and all _are he~e in RIC's basketball palace, Walsh
a
fine
shot and breath-taking moves. No wonder
Photo by Winchell
Gymnasium. Its worth a trip back to campus at
fans mumble when he leaves a ball game. But
night to see the squad in action. Where else can
Kenny Smith puts Ostergren away.
Coach Bill Baird is the type of guy who just can't
one see a basketball game and a circus at once?

On

The

Sidelines

